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2-17-2015 How many Virgins are waiting for you in
Heaven... 72. There are 100 billion to 200 billion galaxies in
the universe. 1 Trillion attempts to counter the Islamic
State’s propaganda, 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts
fire bombed by Bush-Obama!!

2-17-2015 How many Virgins are waiting for you in
Heaven... 72. There are 100 billion to 200 billion galaxies in
the universe. 1 Trillion attempts to counter the Islamic
State’s propaganda, 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts
fire bombed by Bush-Obama!!
2-17-2015 How many 1,001 Nobels a Year in Medicine will in
the Next Sony "American Sniper" movie?
Fools believe 72 Virgins more than 72 Aliens are in our fast
moving 1 million miles per hour Universe of 100 billion to
200 billion galaxies in the universe. Billions of galaxies
have been observed, but CIA propaganda + Sony "American
Sniper" War Movies, Pentagon propaganda War Movies guys
are gay as God's Best Invention is "Women!!" "Wild II" movie!
"Lucy II" movie... "MD Women" movies at the Key West Tropic
Cinema will 86 "American Sniper II" before the Pentagon
propaganda Mad Men Numb Nuts Fools can think to make
this movie!

"Girl With A Pearl Earring" "He saw things in a way that
others did not, so that a city I had lived in all my life
seemed a different place, so that a woman became beautiful
with the light on her face!" Dutch Painter Johannes Vermeer
and thanks to the Movie version of this book on Amazon,
watch the trailer it shows God's best invention via Scarlett
Johansson! 1,001 Inventions Painted in 2015 from a Women
with a Pearl Earring who lived in 1664.

2-17-2015 There are 100 billion to 200 billion galaxies in
the universe. How many Virgins are waiting for you in
Heaven... 72. counter the Islamic State’s propaganda
machine... Netanyahu Urges ‘Mass Immigration’ of Jews
From Europe! Iran is going to launch a "First Strike H-Bomb'
First one off the assembly line not the 1 Trillionth One...
Fools! 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort with iPhone 6
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Fools! 1 Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord Escort with iPhone 6
Plus Dash Cameras, 1984 II Fools gave this Godsend to Profit
Mohammed + Mecca. Allahu Akbar Arabic: is an Islamic
phrase, called Takbir in Arabic, meaning "God is greater" or
"God is [the] greatest". 1 Trillion Cans of liquid H @ -254 C in
NASA Made cans given to Mohammed too. 1984 II Numb Nuts
Dictators gave SWF World Wide 1 Billion Breast Cancer, Birth
Defects, and of course Syphilis + STD's. and lets "OJ" kill 19K
more in 2015 while Homeland Security gets $$$ Trillions...
Fools!
2-17-2015 Up to 14 Years of Hot Flashes Found in Menopause
Study - "OJ" will kill-murder 19K SWF women in 2015 and for
the next 14 years after 2015... Fools!
2-17-2015 How many 1,001 Nobels a Year in Medicine will in
the Next Sony "American Sniper" movie?

Fools believe 72 Virgins more than 72 Aliens are in our fast
moving 1 million miles per hour Universe of 100 billion to
200 billion galaxies in the universe. Billions of galaxies
have been observed, but CIA propaganda + Sony "American
Sniper" War Movies, Pentagon propaganda War Movies guys
are gay as God's Best Invention is "Women!!" "Wild II" movie!
"Lucy II" movie... "MD Women" movies at the Key West Tropic
Cinema will 86 "American Sniper II" before the Pentagon
propaganda Mad Men Numb Nuts Fools can think to make
this movie!

2-17-2015 How many Virgins are waiting for you in
Heaven... 72. There are 100 billion to 200 billion galaxies in
the universe. 1 Trillion attempts to counter the Islamic
State’s propaganda, 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts
fire bombed by Bush-Obama!!
2-17-2015 How many Virgins are waiting for you in
Heaven... 72. There are 100 billion to 200 billion galaxies in
the universe. 1 Trillion attempts to counter the Islamic
State’s propaganda, 1 Trillion ElectricWindmillFord Escorts
fire bombed by Bush-Obama!!

Fools believe 72 Virgins more than 72 Aliens are in our fast
moving 1 million miles per hour Universe of 100 billion to
200 billion galaxies in the universe. Billions of galaxies
have been observed, but CIA propaganda + Sony "American
Sniper" War Movies, Pentagon propaganda War Movies guys
are gay as God's Best Invention is "Women!!" "Wild II" movie!
"Lucy II" movie... "MD Women" movies at the Key West Tropic
Cinema will 86 "American Sniper II" before the Pentagon
propaganda Mad Men Numb Nuts Fools can think to make
this movie!
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this movie!

2-17-2015 How many There are 100 billion to 200 billion
galaxies in the universe. Billions of galaxies have been
observed, but only a very small number may hold the key to
explaining much of cosmic history. These galaxies — which
are far away, moving away fast and very old — are called
“high-redshifted” galaxies, so named because they appear
red due to the Doppler effect. People are excited about
galaxies at high redshift (z>6) these 100 billion to 200
billion galaxies in the universe. The universe is expanding
at an increasing rate, a finding that contradicts the laws of
physics as they are currently understood, as one would expect
gravity to make the universe’s expansion slow down. The
work was published in the Astrophysical Journal. Yale
professor of physics and study co-author, is a member — is
focused on studying the light emitted by supernovae. Light
that comes from supernovae that are moving away from the
Earth to have a wavelength that is slightly longer than it
would be otherwise. Fortunately, the light emitted by
supernovae comes in only certain wave lengths, so by
comparing data taken from actual supernovae to an
idealized model, scientists can reason the velocity with
which a supernova is moving toward or away from the Earth.
This study figured out a way to make those velocity estimates
better by comparing snapshot measurements to
measurements taken over time.

Fools believe 72 Virgins more than 72 Aliens are in our fast
moving 1 million miles per hour Universe of 100 billion to
200 billion galaxies in the universe. Billions of galaxies
have been observed, but CIA propaganda + Sony "American
Sniper" War Movies, Pentagon propaganda War Movies guys
are gay as God's Best Invention is "Women!!" "Wild II" movie!
"Lucy II" movie... "MD Women" movies at the Key West Tropic
Cinema will 86 "American Sniper II" before the Pentagon
propaganda Mad Men Numb Nuts Fools can think to make
this movie!

2-17-2015 Yale THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY Good luck.
Yesterday, Mohegan Sun reported that its monthly revenue
from slot machines was up last month, bringing in $44
million. Before you head out there for the senior trip, 2015,
remember: The casino always wins.
2-17-2015 MD-PhD students in computer science... paid more
than West Point Cadets $$$
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than West Point Cadets $$$
2-17-2015 MD-PhD students in computer science... paid more
than West Point Cadets $$$
2-17-2015 MD-PhD students in computer science... paid more
than West Point Cadets and tuition free at yale! And delete
Microsoft Win 10 from our Universe as Bill + Melinda Gate
failed our Universe of 1 Trillion Galaxies!
Fools believe 72 Virgins more than 72 Aliens are in our fast
moving 1 million miles per hour Universe of 100 billion to
200 billion galaxies in the universe. Billions of galaxies
have been observed, but CIA propaganda + Sony "American
Sniper" War Movies, Pentagon propaganda War Movies guys
are gay as God's Best Invention is "Women!!" "Wild II" movie!
"Lucy II" movie... "MD Women" movies at the Key West Tropic
Cinema will 86 "American Sniper II" before the Pentagon
propaganda Mad Men Numb Nuts Fools can think to make
this movie!

2-17-2015 MD-PhD student in computer science... Yale needs
to add this degree, rasmus Kyng missed this in his article but
all Yale University students miss out on the Yale Medical
School goings-on as Yale Campus News only writes up the Med
School once in a blue Moon, White Coats Story with no germs
on the White Coats of course, grin. 155 Story Eiffel Tower Yale
New Haven Medical School from the Yale Law Suit $777
Trillion against our 1984 II Numb Nuts will buy several Los
Alamos Super Computers for Yale!! Our situation is beyond
such palliative measures. Only a radical expansion of the
computer science faculty will make it possible for our
department to tackle the challenges ahead. Rasmus Kyng is
a PhD student in computer science. Contact him at
rasmus.kyng@yale.edu.
Fools believe 72 Virgins more than 72 Aliens are in our fast
moving 1 million miles per hour Universe of 100 billion to
200 billion galaxies in the universe. Billions of galaxies
have been observed, but CIA propaganda + Sony "American
Sniper" War Movies, Pentagon propaganda War Movies guys
are gay as God's Best Invention is "Women!!" "Wild II" movie!
"Lucy II" movie... "MD Women" movies at the Key West Tropic
Cinema will 86 "American Sniper II" before the Pentagon
propaganda Mad Men Numb Nuts Fools can think to make
this movie!
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2-17-2015 MD-PhD students in computer science... paid more
than West Point Cadets $$$
2-17-2015 MD-PhD students in computer science... paid more
than West Point Cadets $$$
2-17-2015 How many There are 100 billion to 200 billion
galaxies in the universe. Yale Story from Colorado that
deleted the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues that were given to
Mecca... at the top of this page... wow! June Gruber, professor
of psychology at the University of Colorado Boulder June
Gruber deleted $777 Trillion in Gas Station Hold up money
by our 1984 II Fools! “[Our work] helps to deepen our
understanding of why people cooperate, which is
fundamental to human society,” said David Rand, professor
of psychology, economics and management at Yale and
senior author of the study, in an email to the News.
Fools believe 72 Virgins more than 72 Aliens are in our fast
moving 1 million miles per hour Universe of 100 billion to
200 billion galaxies in the universe. Billions of galaxies
have been observed, but CIA propaganda + Sony "American
Sniper" War Movies, Pentagon propaganda War Movies guys
are gay as God's Best Invention is "Women!!" "Wild II" movie!
"Lucy II" movie... "MD Women" movies at the Key West Tropic
Cinema will 86 "American Sniper II" before the Pentagon
propaganda Mad Men Numb Nuts Fools can think to make
this movie!

2-17-2015 How many There are 100 billion to 200 billion
galaxies in the universe. $777 Trillion in gas station hold up
money from... June Gruber, professor of psychology at the
University of Colorado Boulder and the other senior author
of the study, said in an email that the results showing
positive emotions as an important ingredient for
cooperation were not surprising. From an evolutionary
perspective, positive emotions serve a special role in building
and maintaining vital social bonds, she explained. These
emotions are a critical piece of the glue that ties humans
together and helps people survive in social communities, she
added. In all the games, it was advantageous for each
individual to keep as much money to himself, but it was
better for the group if everyone decided to cooperate.

2-17-2015 Up to 14 Years of Hot Flashes Found in Menopause
Study - "OJ" will kill murder 19K SWF women in 2015 and for
the next 14 years after 2015... Fools!
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Fools believe 72 Virgins more than 72 Aliens are in our fast
moving 1 million miles per hour Universe of 100 billion to
200 billion galaxies in the universe. Billions of galaxies
have been observed, but CIA propaganda + Sony "American
Sniper" War Movies, Pentagon propaganda War Movies guys
are gay as God's Best Invention is "Women!!" "Wild II" movie!
"Lucy II" movie... "MD Women" movies at the Key West Tropic
Cinema will 86 "American Sniper II" before the Pentagon
propaganda Mad Men Numb Nuts Fools can think to make
this movie!

2-17-2015 Fools wrote this article... "Pot causes fewer
accidents than alcohol" HealthCentral.com - A new study
from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) states people who smoke marijuana and drive are
less likely to crash compared to people who drink and drive.
$777 Trillion dollar law suits will stop these accidents.

Fools believe 72 Virgins more than 72 Aliens are in our fast
moving 1 million miles per hour Universe of 100 billion to
200 billion galaxies in the universe. Billions of galaxies
have been observed, but CIA propaganda + Sony "American
Sniper" War Movies, Pentagon propaganda War Movies guys
are gay as God's Best Invention is "Women!!" "Wild II" movie!
"Lucy II" movie... "MD Women" movies at the Key West Tropic
Cinema will 86 "American Sniper II" before the Pentagon
propaganda Mad Men Numb Nuts Fools can think to make
this movie!

2-17-2015 Fools at the NY Times Health report on "World
Wide Accidents - Not gasoline cars, Not Poison Gasoline
Exhaust!" Fatal Accidents as a Global Health Crisis" by
Jeremy N. Smith NY Times Worried about what to worry
about? Accidents should move higher up your list.
Worldwide, road injuries kill more people than AIDS. Falls
kill nearly three times as many people as brain cancer.
Drowning claims more lives than mothers dying in
childbirth. Both fire and poisoning have many times more
fatal victims than natural disasters. In 2013, the combined
death toll from all unintentional injuries was 3.5 million
people. Only heart disease and stroke were greater killers.
"World Wide Accidents - Not gasoline cars, Not Poison
Gasoline Exhaust!" Fatal Accidents as a Global Health Crisis"
by Jeremy N. Smith NY Times 1 Billion Dead from Holocaust
II and counting... same as "OJ" killing another 19K SWF in
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II and counting... same as "OJ" killing another 19K SWF in
2016 + 2017.
Fools believe 72 Virgins more than 72 Aliens are in our fast
moving 1 million miles per hour Universe of 100 billion to
200 billion galaxies in the universe. Billions of galaxies
have been observed, but CIA propaganda + Sony "American
Sniper" War Movies, Pentagon propaganda War Movies guys
are gay as God's Best Invention is "Women!!" "Wild II" movie!
"Lucy II" movie... "MD Women" movies at the Key West Tropic
Cinema will 86 "American Sniper II" before the Pentagon
propaganda Mad Men Numb Nuts Fools can think to make
this movie!

2-16-2015 How many 1984 II USA Presidents gave Syphilis,
STD's, Hepatitis to his Wive + Mistress, Obama + Clinton is a
no "Brainer!!"
2-16-2015 How many 1984 II USA Presidents gave Syphilis,
STD's, Hepatitis to his Wive + Mistress... $777 Trillion law suit!
2-16-2015 How many 1984 II USA Presidents gave Syphilis,
STD's, Hepatitis to his Wive + Mistress... Sue for $777 Trillion!
"Girl With A Pearl Earring" "He saw things in a way that
others did not, so that a city I had lived in all my life
seemed a different place, so that a woman became beautiful
with the light on her face!" Dutch Painter Johannes Vermeer
and thanks to the Movie version of this book on Amazon,
watch the trailer it shows God's best invention via Scarlett
Johansson! 1,001 Inventions Painted in 2015 from a Women
with a Pearl Earring who lived in 1664.

2-16-2015 How many 1984 II USA Presidents... Five guys.
Today is President’s Day, and, since we have classes anyway,
we might as well celebrate by basking in the fact that Yale
has done more than its fair share for the nation’s highest
office. Hey, William H. Taft 1878, Gerald Ford LAW ’41,
George H.W. Bush ’48, George W. Bush ’68 and Bill Clinton
LAW ’73 — this one’s for you all. Yale story below on Yale
students today who will be a 1984 III futuristic dictator
President taking a Hemingway House Writing Class on an
Apple state of the arts iApp for a Hemingway Novel with a
invention in every chapter and 100 Yalies writing on the
same page at the same time and the Novel is finished by
midnight in every class they take a yale they write a
Hemingway novel together with a futuristic invention project
in every chapter. And yes they will all get a Apple MacBook
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in every chapter. And yes they will all get a Apple MacBook
Pro with Intel Xeon CPU no Win 10 for Yale! THIS DAY IN
YALE HISTORY 1951 A flu outbreak remains the focus of
University officials after seven additional students are
admitted to the Yale infirmary, which had treated 75 total
cases that year. End to Disease via Dr. Nancy "put it in the
H2O if it works" plague is from Queen Elizabeth who escaped
the French Revolution not the Poison Gas Exhaust Holocaust
II Coup!
"Girl With A Pearl Earring" "He saw things in a way that
others did not, so that a city I had lived in all my life
seemed a different place, so that a woman became beautiful
with the light on her face!" Dutch Painter Johannes Vermeer
and thanks to the Movie version of this book on Amazon,
watch the trailer it shows God's best invention via Scarlett
Johansson! 1,001 Inventions Painted in 2015 from a Women
with a Pearl Earring who lived in 1664.

2-16-2015 When Presidents Day Was Bicycle Day... Presidents
Day will be 1,001 Nobels a Year in Medicine When the 1984
III Dictator-President is a Yale Women MD. New Haven
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III Dictator-President is a Yale Women MD. New Haven
Public libraries will not be closed on this Presidents Day but
will be open 24/7 all year with Yale Medical Students as the
"Tiger Mom" not just a book on Amazon!
2-16-2015 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will file a law suit via Yale
+ Harvard Law for $777 Trillion and win this argument!
They will sue that all future 1984 III Presidents and Senators
be Yale or Harvard MD's!! MD Yale Women will Win this is a
No Brainer, grin!

"Girl With A Pearl Earring" "He saw things in a way that
others did not, so that a city I had lived in all my life
seemed a different place, so that a woman became beautiful
with the light on her face!" Dutch Painter Johannes Vermeer
and thanks to the Movie version of this book on Amazon,
watch the trailer it shows God's best invention via Scarlett
Johansson! 1,001 Inventions Painted in 2015 from a Women
with a Pearl Earring who lived in 1664.

2-16-2015 How many 1984 II USA Presidents gave Syphilis,
STD's, Hepatitis to his Wive + Mistress, Obama + Clinton is a
no "Brainer!!" How many 1984 II USA Presidents have
"Pimped" SWF to Saudi Kings + Princes, Bush + Bush and Jed
Bush will too if elected President before the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort Coup driven by Saudi Women;
Oh No Driven by MD Women! New F.B.I. Headquarters Enters
the Bidding Phase - Pimp Bush + Syphilis infected Obama +
Clinton open the Bidding for the current "Status Quo"
women at the FBI + CIA have under our iPhone 6 Plus Caller
iD WITHOUT STD'S popping up on his call... Syphilis at Apple
is a NO Brainer, few to 100 causes would be a intelligent
guess! Tim Cook: Everyone has “right to privacy and security
Addressing the White House's Summit on Cybersecurity and
Consumer Protection held at Stanford University, Apple CEO
Tim Cook made some strong pro-privacy statements about
IPhone 007 Spy but "spit" on Mary Kennedy hanged in the
Barn by Robert Kennedy Jr. saying NO Way should she have
recorded all of the torture and torments by Robert Kennedy
Jr. this is why Cook does not have "Mary" for a wife, grin! I
just thought did Cook buy Steve Jobs lunch meats when Steve
Jobs wife told him its full of poison chemicals just like Beijing
SMOG is? 4 MD Wives would win this argument over Lunch
Meats!

"Girl With A Pearl Earring" "He saw things in a way that
others did not, so that a city I had lived in all my life
seemed a different place, so that a woman became beautiful
with the light on her face!" Dutch Painter Johannes Vermeer
and thanks to the Movie version of this book on Amazon,
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and thanks to the Movie version of this book on Amazon,
watch the trailer it shows God's best invention via Scarlett
Johansson! 1,001 Inventions Painted in 2015 from a Women
with a Pearl Earring who lived in 1664.

2-16-2015 How many 1984 II USA Presidents gave Syphilis,
STD's, Hepatitis to his Wive + Mistress... $777 Trillion law suit!
2-16-2015 How many 1984 II USA Presidents gave Syphilis,
STD's, Hepatitis to his Wive + Mistress... Sue for $777 Trillion!
2-16-2015 How many 1984 II USA Presidents gave Syphilis,
STD's, Hepatitis to his Wive + Mistress... $777 Trillion law suit!

"Girl With A Pearl Earring" "He saw things in a way that
others did not, so that a city I had lived in all my life
seemed a different place, so that a woman became beautiful
with the light on her face!" Dutch Painter Johannes Vermeer
and thanks to the Movie version of this book on Amazon,
watch the trailer it shows God's best invention via Scarlett
Johansson! 1,001 Inventions Painted in 2015 from a Women
with a Pearl Earring who lived in 1664.

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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